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Autumn 2018 Newsletter 63

Dear Friends,   
 
Welcome to the Autumn 2018 Newsletter  which
is crammed full of news about Assisted Dying in
the UK and across the world.  We have also
enclosed a renewal request for those whose
membership runs out in October 2018. 
 
We welcome feedback and comments from our
members on the newsletter and activities, and as
such we would love to hear from you.  
 
Please like and share our Facebook and Twitter
posts to help us spread our message.    
          

Welcome 



Conversations about Death 
and Dying

We held a very successful conference
at the start of September. Speakers
included Dr Naomi Richards, Dr Lonny
Shavelson, Professor Celia Kitzinger,
Adrian Ward and Mark Hazelwood.
Copies of presentations can be found
on our website, we hope to have the
audio recordings from the event
available soon.  
 
Ahead of the conference Dr Shavelson
spoke with BBC Radio Scotland. You
can listen again to this
here https://www.bbc.co.uk/radio/play/
b0bhrhgp  
 
The conference was chaired by Rev
Scott Mckenna who opened the
conference by talking about assisted
dying within a religious context. The
Rev McKenna also spoke  about the
need for compassion at the end of life
and that the move away from a
paternalistic approach means we need
to listen to each other about our
wishes to ensure we have a good
death.  
 
Those who attended the conference
heard about how Medical Aid in Dying
worked in California, about the need
for Advance Directives and what
Incapacity means in Scottish Law.
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CPR 

Recent research shows that ‘Nearly a
third of survivors who received
adrenaline ended up in a vegetative
state or were unable to walk and look
after themselves, compared with 18%
of survivors who had a placebo
instead."  
 
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/
NEJMoa1806842?query=featured_home 
 
Further information on CPR can be
found on http://talkcpr.wales, at our
conference Professor Celia Kitzinger
highlighted the need for  people to
have an advance directive which sets
out what treatment they want or don’t
want. 

The Economist is publishing a series of
essays by those involved in the Assisted
Dying debate.  The series keeps a
balance between those in favour of a
change in the law, and those opposed
and includes articles from Michael Irwin,
Dr Ellan Wiebe, Ilora Finlay and Charles
Falconer.   
 
https://www.economist.com/open-
future/2018/08/20/the-case-for-and-
against-assisted-dying 
 

Economist Articles on the 
Assisted Dying Debate 

http://www.hitc.com/en-gb/2018/01/26/three-in-four-scots-back-allowing-assisted-dying-finds-poll/?utm_medium=share%2Bbutton&utm_campaign=social%2Bmedia&utm_content=/en-gb/2018/01/26/three-in-four-scots-back-allowing-assisted-dying-finds-poll/&utm_source=Twitter
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-42733993
http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2018/01/4350
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A petition in favour of assisted dying for
individuals with capacity has been launched
on the new States of Jersey petitions
webpage by the daughter of a terminally ill
Jersey woman who plans to end her life at a
Dignitas clinic. 
 
The petition has reached the 1,000 mark
and the following response has been
received from the Minister. 
 
Assisted dying is a complex and sensitive
issue requiring further in depth
consideration by the Council of Ministers,
drawing on the extensive work undertaken
in other parts of the British Isles. 
 
Ministers acknowledge the importance and
significance of ensuring that people are able
to end their lives with dignity and that
services must be available to support this.
The nature of end of life care and its
relationship to what the petition calls
'assisted dying' is complex and one that is
ethically and morally sensitive and therefore
is guided by our personal values and beliefs.
As a community, we place a high value on
health and quality of life; this is no less so as
our lives come to an end.  
 
There is already choice in how we are
treated, including choice over how and
where we die. From the 1st of October, we
have laws to support advance decision
making around care so that our wishes as to
our treatment in the event of future health
events are known and can be fulfilled.  

Campaign for Assisted 
Dying in Jersey Jersey has also adopted a multi-agency,

cross-service ‘Gold Standard Framework’
to deliver consistently high quality care
for people nearing the end of life.   
However, people suffering a terminal
illness have the right to refuse treatment
and, if they do so, their doctors have a
duty to provide care with the aim of
relieving the symptoms of their illness
and to do their utmost to control any
distress and pain.  
 
The role of our doctors is to ensure good
medical care within the guiding ethical
principles of 'first, do no harm' whilst
ensuring that their patients benefit from
the best evidenced-based approaches to
end of life care. In particular, palliative
care aims to enable people who are
dying to live well until the day they die,
minimising pain and other distress whilst
supporting families throughout. In this
way palliative care, in participation with
patients and their families, is already
controlling the experience of dying and
providing the best possible end of life
care to the terminally ill. 
 
The practice and clinical codes of
conduct that guide our health care
professionals are incompatible with
models of 'assisted dying'. Any doctor
actively assisting a patient to die would
risk the removal of their General Medical
Council licence to practice and be acting
contrary to the basic 'do no harm'
principle that underpins clinical practice.  

http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2018/01/4350
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2018/jan/12/experience-i-took-my-mother-to-dignitas?CMP=twt_gu


She had already ruled out tube feeding. The
lawyers involved in the case agreed that the
course of action she sought from her GP was
"good medical practice" and she withdrew her
application for a court ruling. Dr. David Moor
became, in my opinion, the last doctor in this
country to face a murder trial that turns on the
doctrine of double effect in 1999. 
 
A 2007-08 survey of almost 3,000 doctors found
that 16.5 per cent of all deaths in the UK were
due to continuous deep sedation. General
Medical Council guidance acknowledges that
doctors are not prevented from “agreeing in
advance to palliate the pain and discomfort
involved for a patient should the need arise for
such symptom management".  
 
In other words, health professionals, patients and
their families have come to accept what has been
called “the clinical practice of treating a terminally
ill patient in afashion that will assuredly lead to a
comfortable death, but not too quickly.  
 
This indicates, says the Journal of Palliative Care,
tacit acceptance of assisted dying under certain
circumstances but also reflects “professional
reasoning that may be ethically muddled”. In the
great majority of cases, continuous deep sedation
is given in the last weeks of someone's life. But
there is anecdotal evidence that it is provided at
earlier stages, when a patient is increasingly
suffering especially if she has also decided to
stop eating and drinking – indicating strongly a
wish to die.  
 
 I believe it is time to have an open, honest
discussion about the practice of continuous deep
sedation, recognising this procedure is
unregulated and likely to be under-reported in
the UK.   
 
It may be that continuous deep sedation provides
an acceptable temporary measure until the law
can be changed in this country. But wouldn’t it be
very much better if a terminally-ill person could
be legally given a substance which would provide
a quicker death?”  
 
 

As Omid awaits his case being heard it is
important that we continue to support
him in this battle.  
 
Please send messages/cards of support
to Saimo Chahal QC, Bindmans LLP, 236
Gray’s Inn Road, London, WC1X 8HB. 
 
Please also consider supporting the
crowdfund to cover the costs of the case.
More information can be found here: 
  
https://www.crowdjustice.com/case/digni
fied-death/    

Omid T Update
It is unsurprising therefore that the
medical professional bodies and the
majority of practising doctors surveyed in
the UK are opposed to legalisation of
'assisted dying'.    
 
The wider international debate raises
many important and fundamental issues
about medically assisted dying. Key issues
include: clear eligibility criteria including
conditions and prognosis; a framework to
protect the vulnerable; assessment of
free will and the absence of coercion;
continuity of care; and where decision
making responsibility should lie.  
 
We acknowledge and take account of the
situation that much of the debate in other
jurisdictions has been informed by
polarised positions whilst at the same
time being underpinned by shared values
of care, choice and compassion. It is
these shared values that we should now
draw on in first reviewing our own
current laws around end of life to
understand if a change is needed and if
so what options exist to bring about
change.  
Due to the complexity, sensitivity and
gravity of the issue, this should first be
considered in more depth by the Council
of Ministers, with the necessary time
provided to prepare an informed
discussion, drawing on the extensive
work undertaken in other parts of the
British Isles.  

Campaign for Assisted Dying
in Jersey Cont. 
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The Minister for Health and Social
Services intends to bring this matter
before the Council of Ministers to
undertake this initial consideration
(before the end of January 2019). 
 
Tanya Tupper hopes the petition will
receive the 5000 signatures needed to
trigger a debate.   
 
 
 
Update on Assisted Dying 
in Spain

Spain has taken a step towards
becoming the first Catholic country in
southern Europe to legalise
euthanasia by passing a draft law
giving citizens the right to die.   
 
The bill proposed by the new Socialist
administration, passed by 208 votes to
133.  The proposal will be debated
before it returns for a final vote and
could be law next year.   
 
The draft law stipulates that a person
can choose to die if they have a
serious and terminal illness or a
chronic severe disability, they must be
Spanish or legally resident.  
 
 
 

https://www.crowdjustice.com/case/dignified-death/
https://www.thecourier.co.uk/fp/news/local/dundee/575717/tayside-womans-regret-not-able-speed-death-dying-mother/


She had already ruled out tube feeding. The
lawyers involved in the case agreed that the
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application for a court ruling. Dr. David Moor
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doctrine of double effect in 1999. 
 
A 2007- 
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Dr Shavelson laid out how he feels
Medical Aid in Dying is a natural
progression in the increase in patient
autonomy & decrease in paternalistic
medicine, it’s another example of
shared decision making with patients
as happens in any other kind of
medicine and that this is why. 
 
The next CPG will take place on 27th
November from 6pm in Committee
Room 3 of the Scottish Parliament, the
speaker will be Rev Scott Mckenna
talking about religion and assisted
dying.  

Capacity Law  by Adrian 
Ward  

The word “capacity” is  at the centre of
controversy and confusion.  There is
an understandable desire for
certainty, right across the whole
spectrum of acts and decisions that
can have legal effect.  Is a document of
any kind valid?  Are instructions to a
bank, or consent to medical treatment,
valid?  When a Bill on Assisted Suicide
was before the Scottish Parliament,
that was one of the concerns of the
Parliamentary Committee.  I was
asked to give evidence.  If procedures
such as were proposed were to be put
in place, how could we be sure that
decisions were capacitous, and not the
result of pressures such as undue
influence? 

The recent Cross Party Group heard
from Mark Hazelwood from the
Scottish Partnership for Palliative Care
and Dr Lonny Shavelson from Bay
Area End of Life Options.  
 
Mark shared with us some of the
challenges of  delivering palliative care
in Scotland which include the scale of
the issue and our ambitions, how we
measure the quality of care, our
reticence about talking about death
and our own mortality and issues with
lack of staffing.  
 
Dr Lonny Shavelson spoke about his
experience of changing the Law in
Canada and lessons learned in the
first few years of legalised Medical Aid
in Dying.  
 
Dr Shavelson spoke about how at first
hospices in California did not want to
be part of medical aid in dying when
the law was first passed.  As patients
have asked for this as part of their
care, positions have changed. This has
happened as hospices fundamentally
want to care and look after their
patients, their position changed as
they did not want to abandon their
patients. Dr Shavelson said that from
his experience Medical Aid in Dying
and Palliative Care go hand in hand as
it's morally wrong to do Medical Aid in
Dying without good palliative care. 
 

CPG On End of Life Choices 
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Omid T Update
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These are not simply questions of how
we can be sure that someone else’s act
or decision is valid.  From the other
side, how can I be assured that my act
or decision or instruction will be
accepted, respected and implemented?
 Justice will only be achieved if solutions
satisfy both sides of that equation. 
 
Historically, one way of achieving
certainty was to disqualify people below
a fixed age, or diagnosed with a mental
disorder.  Simply disqualify them
completely.  Declare all their purported
acts and decisions invalid.  If need be,
appoint someone else to act and decide
for them.  That in essence is what still
happened in this country in my early
years of practice as a solicitor.  It has
continued to happen, at least until very
recently, in many countries.  That has to
be remembered when we hear the
strident campaigning which produced
the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities, and
which has continued following it. 
 
Here in Scotland, if two doctors certified
that you were unable to manage some
of your financial and property affairs,
you were disqualified for life from
managing any of them – unless you
went through a court procedure to
change that.  Someone else, called a
curator, was appointed, also
permanently.  Your ageing curator
could eventually be less able than you.
 That happened.  Or the cost of
administration could use up all your
money and leave you indebted to your
curator.  That happened.  And that was
the regime until our campaigning
eventually achieved the Adults with
Incapacity (Scotland) Act of 2000. 

The 2000 Act largely implemented
recommendations by Scottish Law
Commission in a 1995 Report.  The
Commission rejected “best interests” as a
suitable test for decision-making on
behalf of adults. 
 
The 2000 Act set Principles for action to
be taken, an intervention can be a
decision not to do something, as well as a
decision to do something.  There is a
screening principle: there should be no
intervention unless it will benefit the
adult, and the benefit cannot reasonably
be achieved without the intervention.  Any
intervention must be the least restrictive
option in relation to the adult’s freedom.
 There is a mandatory obligation to take
account of the adult’s past and present
wishes and feelings, ascertainable by any
means.  There are obligations to take
account of the views of various others “so
far as reasonable and practicable”.  The
others include the adult’s nearest relative,
named person, primary carer, any existing
guardian or attorney, and others.  Finally,
certain appointees, including guardians
and attorneys, must, so far as reasonable
and practicable, encourage the exercise
and development of the adult’s skills in
relevant matters. 
 
In order to achieve compliance with the
Disability Convention, principle (3) – taking
account of the adult’s wishes and feelings
– has to be seen as the predominant
principle, and it needs to be
strengthened.   
 

https://www.crowdjustice.com/case/dignified-death/
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.  

(d) understanding decisions; or 
(e) retaining the memory of decisions, 
 
As mentioned in any provision of this Act,
by reason of mental disorder or of
inability to communicate because of
physical disability; but a person shall not
fall within this definition by reason only of
a lack or deficiency in a faculty of
communication if that lack or deficiency
can be made good by human or
mechanical aid (whether of an
interpretative nature of otherwise); and 
“incapacity” shall be construed
accordingly.” 
 
Nowadays we see a disproportionate
focus upon decision-making, as if the
ability to make decisions were
synonymous with having capacity.  The
element of “acting” at (a) is hugely
important.  Relevant to this presentation,
it covers – for example – wanting to grant
a power of attorney or advance directive
and initiating that process, as well as then
making the various decisions required of
the process.  More generally, it means
proactively asserting and protecting one’s
rights and interests.   
 
Element (e) – retaining the  memory of
decisions – sometimes causes concern.
 How many of us remember every
decision we ever made?  I have always
treated this as meaning retention of the
memory for so long as is necessary and
appropriate for the particular decision.   

 
 
 
•  

It is reasonable to expect such
strengthening to result from the
current Scottish Government review of
the 2000 Act. 
 
Principle (2) is sometimes
misunderstood.  The reference to the
freedom of the adult is significant.  A
properly created guardianship, done in
accordance with the principles and
governed by them, with relevant
supervision and protections, may be
less restrictive of an adult’s freedom
than a de facto, unregulated situation
amounting to guardianship. 
 
The primacy of (3) over (4) is
emphasised by all the requirements of
(4) being qualified “insofar as
reasonable and practicable”.  That
qualification is excluded from (3).
 Adding (5) to the mix means that the
concept of capacity – my actual topic
and the point to which I come next – is
often less important in practice than
might otherwise be thought.  Here is
the Act’s definition of “incapacity”: 
 
“1. –  (6) For the purposes of this Act,
and unless the context otherwise
requires –  
“adult” means a person who has
attained the age of 16 years; 
“incapable” means incapable of –  
(a) acting; or 
(b) making decisions; or 
(c) communicating decisions; or 
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Note that this definition applies for the
purposes of the Act, not mandatorily
for decisions about capacity for other
purposes.  It is also to be applied
specifically for any particular purpose
within the Act.  Capacity is specific to a
particular function or matter in
particular circumstances at a particular
time. 
 
Our 2000 Act now requires to be
construed and applied in accordance
with international and European
human rights obligations.  I shall take
international obligations first.  As
already noticed, the 2000 Act
anticipated some key aspects of the
Disability Convention and the views
expressed by the UN Committee.   
 
Advance directives in particular require
further development, including ways to
“fill the gap”.  The European definition
is broad, covering all matters, not
merely healthcare matters, and
including both binding and advisory
directives.  This takes us to two curious
omissions from the 2000 Act.  The Act
is based on the Scottish Law
Commission’s 1995 proposals, which
contained a draft of what –
substantially – became our 2000 Act.
 However, it included a section on
“advance statements” and a section on
withholding and withdrawal of medical
treatment from incapable adults.  The
reasons given at the time for dropping
these sections were, frankly, spurious.
 It was suggested that it would be
better to leave them for development
by the courts.  However, particularly on
withholding or withdrawing treatment,
between 1995 and 2000 the courts
clearly and explicitly developed the law
   

as far as they could, the next step
being up to the Parliament . 
 
Particularly regarding advance
directives, there are strong indications
that the current Scottish Government
review will result in statutory law at last
catching up with need and reality.
 Scottish Government published their
summary and analysis of consultation
on 16th August 2018.  That document
is available at
https://consult.gov.scot/health-and-
social-care/adults-with-incapacity-
reform.  269 responses agreed that
there should be “clear legislative
provision for advance directives in
Scotland”.  10 respondents disagreed.
 That was the largest majority for any
proposal canvassed in the review
consultation.  Scottish Government
have stated that: “In view … of the large
majority in favour … the Scottish
Government will be carrying out
further work in this area”.  One trusts
that the outcome will be combined
with the obligation under Article 12.3
of the UN Convention to provide
persons with disabilities with access “to
the support they may require in
exercising their legal capacity”, to
narrow as far as possible the
proportion of our citizens denied this
facility on alleged grounds of lack of
sufficient capacity. 
 
A similar development of advance
directives at European level is to be
anticipated.  My Report to Council of
Europe pointed out the potential for
development of advance directives as
unilateral measures, complementary
to bilateral measures in the form of
powers of attorney.   

https://www.crowdjustice.com/case/dignified-death/
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In particular, proposal 2 in my Report
read as follows: 
 
(A) – That member states consider, in
particular, developing provision for
advance directives, as a component in
the overall promotion of self-
determination in conjunction with
CPAs, having regard to the full
potential scope of application of
advance directives to all health, welfare
and other personal matters, to
economic and financial matters, and to
the choice of a guardian should one be
appointed; and with appropriate
distinction between the categories of
instructions given and wishes made. 
 
(B) – That Council of Europe should
consider promoting research and
consideration at a European level, and
issue of guidance or
recommendations, with a view to
assisting member states in
implementing Proposal 2 (A). 
 
In my view, concepts of complete
capability and complete incapacity, and
the gap between them, must be
eliminated.  We can fill the gap with
use of support for the exercise of legal
capacity, easy-read documents, co-
decision-making, and so forth.  We are
told that in law there is a rebuttable
presumption of capacity, though that
does not appear in the 2000 Act.  In my
50 years’ experience, what the gap
produces is a presumption of
incapacity, which deprives people of
their rights to autonomy and self-
determination at the very time when
they are most important.  I conclude
with three examples. 
 
(a) Mr A had dementia.  His psychiatrist
advised his daughters to have
themselves appointed guardians.     

They came to see me, bringing him with
them: “It’s all about him, isn’t it, so we felt
that he should be here”. I encouraged
him to tell me whether he wanted his
daughters to be guardians, and if so why.
 He did, and gave very good reasons.
 The daughters helpfully stayed out of
my developing conversation with him.
 He told me all about his assets and
interests.  I started to write down details
of the assets.  When I asked him for the
precise address of a second property, he
laughed: “I knew you’d catch me out
sooner or later.  The girls will have to
help me with that one”.  After discussion
with the psychiatrist, he became my
client and granted a power of attorney.
 There was no guardianship. 
 
(b) Miss B lived in a rather lonely farm
cottage.  She wished to appoint her
niece, from the nearby farm, as her
attorney.  The niece was always known
by her middle name.  A doctor bounded
in one day, referred to the niece by her
first name, obtained a puzzled response,
and certified that she was incapable of
granting a power of attorney.  When I
went to see her, she gave no indications
of impaired capacity at all.   
 
She gave good reasons why she wanted
to appoint the niece: not just proximity,
but she was always so very helpful, and
she was a bright girl – she used to work
for a lawyer.  Before I left she asked if I
could make a Will for her.  She had six
nieces and nephews.  She quoted all
their names and addresses from
memory.  She warned me to be careful
driving back to the office on those
narrow roads, as it was a misty day.  
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She had already ruled out tube feeding. The
lawyers involved in the case agreed that the
course of action she sought from her GP was
"good medical practice" and she withdrew her
application for a court ruling. Dr. David Moor
became, in my opinion, the last doctor in this
country to face a murder trial that turns on the
doctrine of double effect in 1999. 
 
A 2007-08 survey of almost 3,000 doctors found
that 16.5 per cent of all deaths in the UK were
due to continuous deep sedation. General
Medical Council guidance acknowledges that
doctors are not prevented from “agreeing in
advance to palliate the pain and discomfort
involved for a patient should the need arise for
such symptom management".  
 
In other words, health professionals, patients and
their families have come to accept what has been
called “the clinical practice of treating a terminally
ill patient in afashion that will assuredly lead to a
comfortable death, but not too quickly.  
 
This indicates, says the Journal of Palliative Care,
tacit acceptance of assisted dying under certain
circumstances but also reflects “professional
reasoning that may be ethically muddled”. In the
great majority of cases, continuous deep sedation
is given in the last weeks of someone's life. But
there is anecdotal evidence that it is provided at
earlier stages, when a patient is increasingly
suffering especially if she has also decided to
stop eating and drinking – indicating strongly a
wish to die.  
 
 I believe it is time to have an open, honest
discussion about the practice of continuous deep
sedation, recognising this procedure is
unregulated and likely to be under-reported in
the UK.   
 
It may be that continuous deep sedation provides
an acceptable temporary measure until the law
can be changed in this country. But wouldn’t it be
very much better if a terminally-ill person could
be legally given a substance which would provide
a quicker death?”  
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Upon a further opinion from her social
worker, who knew her well, I prepared
a power of attorney. 
 
(c) Mr C had been discharged from
acute hospital care into a long-term
hospital care unit.  He decided that he
wanted to take the risk of going home
to be cared for there by his wife.  A
psychiatrist certified him as being
incapable of making such a decision.
 That surprised me.  The explanation
was simple.  For him, one of the worst
things about the ward he was in was
the constant piped music.  When he
was assessed, his hearing aid was
under the pillow.  His answers to the
questions fired at him by the
psychiatrist may have been unduly
vague! 
 
    

Dignity in Dying Edinburgh are inviting
Friends at the End Members to a
special screening of How to Die in
Oregon.   
 
This documentary explores real life
responses to Oregon's "Death with
Dignity Act," the first law in the U.S. to
allow physicians to prescribe lethal
doses of drugs to the terminally ill. " 
 
 

How to Die in Oregon 
Screening 

A middle-aged woman with terminal
liver cancer, prepares to take her own
life, while another cancer patient
decides to suffer through his illness
even though death is just as certain for
him. Others grapple with choosing their
own course of action, and one man
decides to hold a "death party.The
screening will take place on 29th
October 2018 at  The Studio, Augustine
United Church, 41-43 George IV Bridge,
Edinburgh EH1 1EL.   
 
If you would like to attend please
contact
Edinburgh.Group@dignityindying.org.uk 
 
 Friends at the End Local 
Groups 
Our local groups are preparing for a
new round of meetings this Autumn.   
 
Our Tayside Group will be hearing
about Power of Attorneys, while our
Edinburgh group will be hearing from
Dr Naomi Richards about compassion
at the end of Life and our Fife Group will
hear from Dr Ben Colburn about
autonomy at the end of life.  
 
In January we will be organising
screenings of a Dignified Exit a new
documentary following 4 people in the
UK.  If there are any topics you would
be interested in hearing more about
please let us know and we will see if we
can organise an event on the topic.  
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30/ 1 1 / 18

.   

1 0 : 3 0AM

Tayside Local Group Meeting, Number 10, 10
Constitution Road, Dundee, DD1 1LL.   
 
Presentation by Mrs Elizabeth McGilvary, Bowmans
Solicitors on Power of Attorney

24 / 1 1 / 18 T B C
Friends at the End AGM - Venue TBC,  further information
will be sent out shortly  
 
 

7 :00 PM29 / 10 / 18

Screening of How to Die in Oregon,  The Studio,
Augustine United Church, 41-43 George IV Bridge,
Edinburgh EH1 1EL.  If you would like to attend please
contact Edinburgh.Group@dignityindying.org.uk 

2 7 / 1 1 / 18 6 :00 PM

Scottish Parliament Cross Party Group on End of Life
Choices Committee Room 3. AGM and the Rev Scott
McKenna will speak on Religion and Assisted Dying.   If
you wish to attend email info@friends-at-the-end.org.uk  
 
 

Fife Local Group Meeting, Dell Farqhuarson Centre,
Nethertown Broad Street, Dunfermline 
 
Presentation by Dr Ben Colburn on Autonomy at the
End of Life. 

7 :00 PM1 / 1 1 / / 18
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